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Opinion
Glossary

Deep convolutional networks: neural network systems inspired from the

primate brain, which classify patterns using a hierarchy of layers with restricted

receptive fields, and interleaved pooling and sampling units.

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)/tractography: DTI is a brain-imaging technique

whereby the properties of neural tissues are inferred from the pattern of

diffusion of water molecules as measured by MRI. Tractography is the

application of computerized algorithms to DTI images of white matter to

reveal the pattern of structural connectivity between brain areas.

EyeMusic/soundscapes: sensory substitution devices whereby visual images

can be turned into sounds using isomorphic mapping through time, frequency,

and intensity modulations. Unlike the relation between an image and its

spoken word label, this results in a systematic relation between visual and

auditory dimensions across all stimuli.

Fractional anisotropy (FA): in DTI studies, a measure of the consistency of

water diffusion in a given spatial direction. In white matter, FA provides an

estimate of axonal tract organization and myelination.

McGurk effect: an illusion in which a heard syllable is subjectively changed by

the simultaneous vision of a mouth speaking a different syllable.

Metamodal theory: the theoretical view that all brain regions, including those

commonly considered unimodal, are essentially characterized by the repre-

sentation or computation that they support (e.g., invariant visual recognition;

sensori-motor transformation; number manipulation; etc.) rather than by their

main input modality (e.g., visual, auditory, tactile, etc.).

Predictive coding: a set of principles, architectures and learning algorithms sharing
Deep in the occipitotemporal cortex lie two functional
regions, the visual word form area (VWFA) and the num-
ber form area (NFA), which are thought to play a special
role in letter and number recognition, respectively. We
review recent progress made in characterizing the origins
of these symbol form areas in children or adults, sighted
or blind subjects, and humans or monkeys. We propose
two non-mutually-exclusive hypotheses on the origins of
the VWFA and NFA: the presence of a connectivity bias,
and a sensitivity to shape features. We assess the explan-
atory power of these hypotheses, describe their conse-
quences, and offer several experimental tests.

The puzzle of symbol form areas in the brain
Written symbols such as letters or numbers are a late but
far-reaching addition to the mental toolkit of humanity. It
should therefore be no surprise that the brain dedicates
significant resources to recognizing them. More surprising
is that these resources, the VWFA and the NFA, are always
localized and highly reproducible in the occipitotemporal
cortex across subjects, fonts, and even sensory modalities.
This is especially puzzling because letters and numbers are
such recent cultural inventions that natural selection could
not have shaped brain areas for the very purpose of proces-
sing them [1].
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We review recent progress made in characterizing the
origins of symbol form areas in children or adults, sighted
or blind subjects, and humans or monkeys. Pieced together,
these studies suggest a picture that is more interesting
the common stance that neural circuits are engaged in predicting their inputs.

Prosopagnosia: a selective deficit in visual face recognition that often leaves intact

the recognition of other visual stimuli or of individuals through other modalities.

Pure alexia: a selective deficit in word recognition which severely impairs

reading. Lesions affecting the visual word form area (VWFA), its afferents, or

efferents may cause pure alexia.

Split-brain: a pathological condition in which callosal connections between the

two brain hemispheres are absent, cut, or lesioned.
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than ever, possibly involving a reconsideration of organiz-
ing principles in the occipitotemporal cortex, and an ac-
knowledgment of the role played by genes that were
evolved for other purposes. On this basis we propose and
evaluate two hypotheses to explain the origins of symbol
form areas: the biased connectivity hypothesis and the
shape hypothesis.

Symbol form areas in blind and sighted adults

The existence of a number form area was long postulated
on the basis of neuropsychological studies [2], but its
discovery was impeded by severe fMRI signal dropout at
and around its cortical location as a result of the pneuma-
tized mastoids. Electrocorticography first revealed that the
right- and, to a lesser extent, left-hemispheric sites in the
ventral part of the inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) are sig-
nificantly more activated during the identification of visual
number symbols (i.e., Arabic numerals, e.g., 2) than for
visually similar letters, false fonts, or even written and
spoken number words such as ‘two’ (Figure 1C) [3]. Despite
stronger ventral activations for numbers in the right hemi-
sphere, there is evidence from split-brain (see Glossary)
and pure alexic patients [4–6] that both the right and left
hemispheres can identify Arabic numerals, suggesting
that the NFA is actually bilateral. It is unclear whether
the left NFA is merged with the VWFA or whether there
are two distinct areas [7].

Crucially, the existence of a specialization for numerals
at the site of the right NFA was recently extended to
congenitally blind subjects (Figure 1D) [8]. In this fMRI
study, signal dropout was circumvented by a novel signal
thresholding method that ensured the exclusion of voxels
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Figure 1. Letter and number form areas in sighted and congenitally blind subjects. (Left
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with attenuated signal intensity [8]. Using a sensory sub-
stitution device (the EyeMusic SSD) [9] that transforms
images into sounds (‘soundscapes’), and an experimental
design that rules out the possibility of confounds due to
stimuli differences between conditions, researchers could
show that essentially the same area (located at Talairach
coordinates 53, �44, �12; slightly anterior to [3]) is pref-
erentially activated in blind subjects during the processing
of sound-encoded Roman numerals. Far from being isolat-
ed, this finding is only the most recent in a series showing
that the ‘visual’ cortex continues to show category-selec-
tivity in the blind (Box 1).

Resting-state functional connectivity analysis [8] fur-
ther established that the rITG in both blind and sighted
subjects is coactivated with the right intraparietal sulcus
(rIPS), a brain region involved in the supramodal repre-
sentation of numbers [10].

Visual word form area

The VWFA (Figure 1A) is a small area downstream of the
ventral visual system, in the left lateral occipitotemporal
sulcus (OTS), which is consistently activated by visual
letters and words [11].

The VWFA responds to strings of letters, irrespective of
low-level visual properties such as letter size and case. It is
reproducibly situated, around Talairach coordinates �42,
�57, �12, across subjects and writing scripts. It is highly
attuned to letter identity, letter order, and even the lexical
status of short letter-strings [12–15]. It is much less re-
sponsive to visual objects matched to words for visual
complexity [16], and usually remains inactive during pas-
sive exposure to spoken words [17], although top-down
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) Lateral and transverse views showing preferential activation in sighted adults for
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Box 1. Brain areas as modality-independent task-operators

A widely shared approach in neuroscience distinguishes between

unimodal regions and higher-order multimodal regions in the cortex,

the latter integrating information from the former (the sensory divi-

sion-of-labor principle [63]).

In the past decade, however, a wealth of evidence has cast serious

doubts on this view. Studies of the visual system have revealed that

many parts of the brain which were heretofore considered ‘visual’

according to this theory can be driven by any sensory modality and

retain their functional selectivity even in the absence of visual experi-

ence [62,64–67]. Taken to the extreme, one could ask whether the

entire brain can be driven and activated by any sensory modality [67].

A case in point is the lateral occipital tactile-visual area (LOtv),

situated in the LO object recognition complex [62,64]. Because it is

activated during visual and tactile object recognition, but not by

auditory object labels, which lack geometry, it was suggested that

specialization in LOtv was really shaped by the fundamental computa-

tion it engaged in – building a 3D geometric model of objects – rather

than by its sensory input [62,68]. In the same year a different group

coined the term ‘metamodality’ for this type of modality-independent

computation [66]. More support for this view was brought by findings

that both early blind and sighted individuals activate LOtv during

tactile object recognition, irrespective of handedness or visual field

[69], that the area is prone to crossmodal repetition-suppression

effects (as revealed by a novel fMRI cross-modal adaptation approach)

[70], and that it can be activated during soundscape presentation [62],

but only when subjects actively learn to extract geometric shapes from

these sounds.

A further and more general example of modality-independent task-

selectivity can be found in the ventral/dorsal dichotomy within the visual

cortex: the same differentiation of the basic dorsal and ventral visual

streams occurs in congenitally blind subjects [71]. Since then, many

other visual areas have shown a similar recruitment by other senses in

the blind (see [68] for review). These include the VWFA for reading Braille

[25] or reading via soundscapes [26], the motion-selective middle tem-

poral areas (MT) for non-visual motion [72–77], the extrastriate body

area for body image [78], the mirror network for auditory perception of

action [77], the middle occipital gyrus for sound localization [79,80], and

parieto-occipital regions in reaching tasks [81]. Listening to sound

echoes can also activate the visual (calcarine) cortex rather than the

auditory cortex in blind echolocation experts [82].
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activation can be demonstrated in some tasks (e.g., lexical
decision or rhyming tasks [18,19]). The maturation of a
functional response to letter strings in the VWFA closely
tracks the acquisition of reading [20,21] and colateralizes
to the same hemisphere as spoken language [22,23].

As in the case of numbers, a key insight into the nature
of the VWFA is given by its presence, at exactly the same
location, in the congenitally blind. Braille reading in blind
subjects activates the VWFA [24], and significantly more
than during control tasks such as nonsensical tactile sti-
muli [25]. Recent experiments have also shown that, in
congenitally blind subjects, the VWFA becomes selectively
activated after a few hours of auditory exposure to sounds-
capes of words, relative to soundscapes of textures or of
complex objects (Figure 1B) [26].

These studies demonstrate that the VWFA and the NFA
are reproducible across subjects and that their locations
are actually not determined by features of the stimuli in
the visual modality: the areas appear to be metamodal.
Box 2. Deep learning networks and symbol form areas

Convolutional network architectures once inspired by the primate

visual system now achieve human-level performance (or better) on

classification, recognition, and localization of real-world visual stimuli

[83,84]. However, although convolutional network representations can

resemble neural firing patterns in IT cortex [85], such models system-

atically fail to produce localized category-specific areas in their spa-

tially organized maps, let alone a reproducible organization of these

areas (although see [86] for an example of emergent topography in

related network models).

Conversely, self-organizing models with shallow architectures have

long been known to produce topographical and topological maps

under a variety of activity-dependent learning rules [87–92]. One such

model [90] simulates the emergence of separate areas for letters and

digits by spontaneous symmetry-breaking, but fails to explain the

systematic location of these cortical territories. Self-organizing models

also display sub-par performance in real-life classification and recog-

nition tasks compared to both humans and convolutional networks.

The dissociation in our best computational models between these

two criteria (performance and topological organization) shows that

topological organization is not mandatory for efficiently solving the

computational task of invariant visual recognition. This suggests that

topological organization may only be an accident of our biology, a by-
The maturation of symbol form areas

Symbol form areas have reproducible locations not only in
absolute coordinates but also relative to other form areas:
the VWFA, for instance, is consistently located immediate-
ly lateral to the face-selective left fusiform face area (FFA)
[27], while the NFA is consistently more lateral, as is the
fusiform body area that js selective for body parts (FBA)
[28]. It is therefore likely that understanding the computa-
tions performed by symbol form areas will require consid-
eration of how the larger cortical map of which they are
part emerges (see [29] for review). Although computational
models currently fail to account for the emergence of
specialized areas and for human-level recognition perfor-
mance (Box 2), several recent experimental studies have
shed light on how symbol form areas can emerge.

Maturation of the VWFA in children. One way to investi-
gate the maturation of symbol form areas is to contrast
their activation by letters and numbers with activation by
product of parochial constraints such as a finite energy budget or a

cortical sheet squeezed into a limited skull volume. For similar reasons

of parsimony, the metamodality of symbol form areas may simply

reflect a general implementation strategy in this part of the cortex to

avoid reduplication of circuits devoted to the same task (recognizing

shapes) whenever the shape is encoded through different modalities

(e.g., visual vs somatosensory). Alternatively, metamodality could

have a definite computational purpose. Within a predictive coding

framework, for instance [93–95], a single area predicting the input it

gets from several modalities may, assuming systematically correlated

inputs, discover more robust and efficient representations than those

within reach of two distinct unimodal areas.

An important task for future computational neuroscience is to devel-

op a unified model of the emergence of symbol form areas that can: (i)

operate at a human level of performance on letter and number re-

cognition, (ii) account for the reproducible location of symbol form

areas in absolute Talairach coordinates and relative to other areas, (iii)

account for the metamodality of symbol form areas, and (iv) display

the developmental trajectory observed in humans. Such a model may

require combining multi-sensory deep convolutional networks with

self-organizing models, in a way that is informed by the cortical folds in

the vOTC.
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other visual categories (e.g., faces and shoes) in preschoolers
and in adults. In this way, it was established that children
aged 5 years who could easily name letters and numbers, but
who had not yet learned to read and operate with numbers at
school, already exhibited a dissociation between faces and
letters at the canonical site of the VWFA in adults [30]. How-
ever, at age 5 this site still showed identical responses for
letters and numbers, suggesting that automatic and fluent
association with their meaning and thus connections to
specific target circuits may be needed before these symbols
segregate at specific cortical locations.

Longitudinal studies of the reading circuit. Three inde-
pendent longitudinal studies have recently examined how
the reading circuit of children develops. In a joint electro-
encephalogram (EEG)/fMRI study before, during, and after
children become literate, researchers have shown that the
onset of VWFA selectivity for visual words coincides with
the acquisition of grapheme-to-phoneme correspondences
[31]. Moreover, the fractional anisotropy of water diffusion –
a measure of how compact and/or myelinated fiber tracts are
– along the inferior longitudinal fasciculus which connects
the VWFA to the anterior and medial temporal lobe was
found to increase with both age and reading proficiency in a
longitudinal study of children aged 7–12 years [32]. In an
independent voxel-based morphometric study, evidence was
found that, by age 5–6, several regions involved in language
processing are connected to the VWFA, the volume of which
increases as reading skills improve [33].

Literacy acquisition in adults. Comparison of literate and
illiterate adults has established that learning to recognize
letter strings produced a modest but significant competition
Box 3. Monkey models for the acquisition of visual symbols

Compelling evidence for a proto-area similar to the VWFA or NFA can

be found in macaques. Juvenile macaques trained to recognize Hel-

vetica characters will develop, at a reproducible location in IT cortex, a

specialized form area [37]. A follow-up experiment extended training

to three types of stimuli: cartoon faces, Tetris blocks, and Helvetica

characters, and could establish that areas selective for each of these

stimuli had appeared by the end of training in the IT cortex, with the

Helvetica site lying close to face regions (Figure I) [38].

The training scheme in this study involved associating each symbol

with the number of drops of juice that the monkey would receive as a

reward for choosing that character. Because of this association to

numerical magnitude, anything the proto-area should be considered

to be a homolog of the NFA rather than of the VWFA. However,

establishing homologies between specialized areas in the IT cortex

of monkeys and the human OTC is a delicate task [96]. The location of

monkey and human face patches suggests a major migration of lateral

inferotemporal visual recognition circuits towards the ventral side in

humans [97], congruent with the emergence of language circuits in

middle temporal cortex. Because the monkey proto-number area is

ventral to face patches, such a ventral shift would predict that the

human NFA should be medial to the FFA, whereas it actually lies lateral

to it, in the ventral inferior temporal gyrus. It is possible that the

establishment of homology will require both a shift and a mirror-

image flip of cortical sites [98].

Independently, behavioral studies have shown that baboons, after

training on tens of thousands of trials, could successfully tell written

English words and non-words apart [39]. Baboon performance re-

mained above chance even for novel stimuli that had never been seen

during training. Moreover, the type of error patterns made by baboons

(e.g., transposition effects, confusing TIME with TMIE more often than

4

with face and checkerboard stimuli at the canonical site of
the VWFA, resulting in shrinking of face-selective responses
to within 10 mm of the VWFA and a shift to right-hemi-
sphere FFA ([20], see also [34,35] for a similar observation
reported in the comparison of the responses of dyslexic and
normal readers at 9 years of age). In a follow-up study with
the same adult subjects, the posterior arcuate fasciculus –
which connects the VWFA to posterior superior temporal
and inferior parietal regions involved in phonological repre-
sentations (among others) – was found to be reinforced by
the acquisition of literacy [36].

Although most data on the maturation of symbol form
areas concern the VWFA, the available evidence in this
case suggests that the key to the reproducible location of
this area may reside in a yet to be understood preference
for the visual shapes of faces and symbols, and/or in
privileged connectivity with perisylvian language areas.

Monkey models of symbol acquisition

Whether form areas could have evolved specifically for
written symbols is not a subject of debate: written sym-
bols are too recent an invention, and until one century
ago concerned too marginal a fraction of the population,
for genetic evolution to have had an impact. However,
two distinct lines of evidence suggest that these symbol
form systems are shaped by general constraints shared
by Old World monkeys and humans. These findings are
detailed in Box 3. First, a proto-symbol form area that is
arguably the precursor of the NFA was recently shown to
emerge in the IT cortex of juvenile macaques trained to
map symbols onto quantities [37,38]. Second, baboons
were trained to process strings of letters and to distin-
guish between English words and non-words [39] in a
with TUNE) mimicked that of human adults engaged in the same task

[40]. In the absence of brain-imaging evidence, the cortical mechan-

isms underlying such behavior are unknown. However, deep learning

convolutional networks trained on the same sequence of stimuli as

baboons can accommodate most of the experimentally observed

effects [41], suggesting that baboons were engaged in orthographic

coding and statistical learning of letter pairs in a manner similar to that

held to be subserved by the VWFA in humans [14,99].
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Figure I. Proto-symbol form areas in seven juvenile macaques trained to classify

Helvetica characters (dark blue, the light-to-dark color gradient codes for overlap

across macaques), Tetris bricks (green), and cartoon faces (turquoise). Patches of

significant activation are projected onto a semi-inflated macaque brain,

collapsed across the two hemispheres. The main Helvetica area is consistently

located in the IT cortex, adjacent to monkey face patches (red), especially the

medial face patch on the STS (superior temporal sulcus) (adapted and reprinted

from [38], with permission, from Nature Publishing Group).
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demonstratively human-like manner [40] suggestive of a
proto-VWFA [41].

The evidence in monkeys thus seems to run counter to
the data in blind human subjects, and invites the inference
that symbol form areas have their origins in a visual cortex
architecture shared across primates. Nevertheless, the
visual features of letters and digits are virtually identical,
suggesting that form alone cannot explain the existence of
two distinct areas in the ventral occipitotemporal cortex
(vOTC). Furthermore, symbol form areas activate when-
ever letter and digit stimuli are presented in non-visual
modalities. How can these findings be reconciled?

Two hypotheses for symbol form areas in vOTC
We spell out two hypotheses on the initial conditions that
lead to the maturation of the letter and number form areas
depicted in Figure 1. These hypotheses are not mutually
exclusive but have distinct consequences.

The biased connectivity hypothesis

The ‘biased connectivity’ hypothesis proposes that form
areas emerge at cortical sites that exhibit a higher density
of white-matter fiber tracts to and from the cortical circuits
that are crucial for the target task (Figure 2, white arrows).
In the case of the VWFA, these target circuits are the
perisylvian spoken language areas that antedate reading –
because they are demonstrably present even in 3-month-
old infants [42]. In the case of the NFA, the primary target
circuits would be the bilateral intraparietal sites that
encode non-symbolic numerical quantities, a competence
that is again demonstrably present in infancy [43]. The
biased connectivity hypothesis builds upon several previ-
ous studies that link connectivity patterns to functional
specialization for faces and other categories in the vOTC
[25,44–46].
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Figure 2. Two converging hypotheses for the origins of symbol form areas: biased con

view. (Middle) Axial cut (z = �12). (Right) Right lateral view. Arrows and areas are sche

Brain Atlas software [100]. Abbreviations: NFA, number form area; VWFA, visual word
The biased connectivity hypothesis can explain why
form areas are conserved at the same coordinates in nor-
mal sighted readers and in blind subjects. According to this
view, where a symbol form area should mature in the
cortex is not so much determined by the visual properties
of the stimulus as by some pre-existing (possibly innate)
structural connections at this site with the regions that are
targeted by the symbol. In both blind and sighted subjects,
lateral inferotemporal regions (including NFA) would
show a biased connectivity with the IPS, and slightly more
mesial regions (including VWFA) to the perisylvian lan-
guage cortex.

The hypothesis is consistent with what is known of the
adult functional and structural connectivities of symbol
form areas. First and foremost, the two resting-state func-
tional connectivity networks obtained with seed locations
at the NFA and VWFA, respectively, have recently been
contrasted [8]. This analysis revealed that the former
network is significantly more connected to regions that
are involved in representing quantities (such as the rIPS),
whereas the latter is significantly more connected to the
left temporal cortex and the left inferior frontal gyrus
(lIFG), which are notably recruited in language processing.
Importantly, this contrast in functional connectivities was
shown to be similar in sighted and blind subjects. Another
study did, however, report one important discrepancy in
the connectivity of the blind relative to the sighted [26]:
only in the former did resting-state analyses with a VWFA
seed provide evidence for a functional connection between
the VWFA and the AWFA (auditory word form area, an
area selectively activated by spoken words [47]).

Tractographic studies starting from the VWFA further
support these functional connectivity findings. A review of
the cortical circuits involved in reading has identified
three main underlying tracts: the arcuate fasciculus, the
or shapes

Right

NFA
±53, –44, –12)

ec�vity to language
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posterior corpus callosum, and the inferior longitudinal
fasciculus, the latter connecting the VWFA to the anterior
and medial temporal lobe [48]. Crucially, the structural
connectivity of the VWFA has recently been directly com-
pared to that of the FFA [49], revealing that the former is
significantly more connected than the latter to several left-
lateralized perisylvian language areas engaged in mapping
grapheme to phonemes (posterior MTG), or in access to
meaning (anterior basal temporal lobe). At present, no such
structural connectivity data are available for the NFA.

It is important to note that such connectivity studies in
adult subjects, although compatible with the biased con-
nectivity hypothesis, do not constitute definitive evidence
for it either, and for two reasons. First, they are performed
in skilled readers, after the acquisition of reading, and the
observed biased connectivity might be a consequence rath-
er than a cause of reading acquisition at this cortical site
[36]. Second, it is not known whether other adjacent areas
might initially possess the same connectivity, but ulti-
mately fulfill another function. Positive evidence (as op-
posed to absence of negative evidence) could only be
obtained by systematically mapping the connectivity of
the inferior temporal cortex to the rest of the brain before
subjects learn how to read and to count with visual sym-
bols. Although they fall short of the above criterion, the
abovementioned DTI [32] and morphometric studies [33]
have established early connectivity patterns between the
VWFA and language networks. Both studies therefore lend
support to the biased connectivity hypothesis.

If the reproducibility of form areas comes from gradients
of connectivity that are possibly genetically encoded, one
may ask which genes could be involved and for what
purpose, if any, they evolved. The available data, in the
case of the VWFA, point to a genetically determined cola-
teralization between this area and the left superior tem-
poral sulcus (STS) [50], which is activated for speech. One
interpretation, then, would be that such genes are crucial
for building neural circuits that can associate shapes to
sounds. In this view, preferential connections between the
Box 4. From lip-reading to word-reading

The biased-connectivity hypothesis proposes that the VWFA and NFA

owe their location to a pre-existing pattern of connections from these

sites, respectively, to speech- and number-related areas. However,

why would such connections exist in the first place?

One possibility is that such connections were required, during our

evolution, to efficiently link (i) visual recognition of faces with temporal

lobe speech-recognition mechanisms and (ii) visual recognition of

bodies with parietal lobe action-recognition mechanisms. Because

letters require mapping onto speech sounds, their acquisition would

encroach onto the face-to-speech circuit. Because numbers require

mapping onto quantity representations located amidst other parietal

lobe circuits for spatial representation and action, they would encroach

onto the body-to-action circuit. The relative location of these projec-

tions would then explain the lateral location of the NFA and the mesial

location of the VWFA.

This account implies that those circuits pre-date reading and

number acquisition in both development and evolution. Although

no study has yet assessed this specific possibility, resting-state

functional imaging in newborns has shown that the left temporal

cortex, the right parietal lobule, and the right posterior occipitotem-

poral cortex constitute three cortical hubs in the infant brain

[101]. Furthermore, human infants aged 10 weeks are known to
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pre-VWFA and the left STS would essentially have evolved
for naming visual objects, and were later pre-empted by
visual letters. Alternatively, the initial function of these
repurposed connections could have had more to do with lip-
reading (Box 4), an idea which has the advantage of
explaining why word and face regions always lie next to
each other in occipitotemporal cortex.

The biased connectivity hypothesis predicts that chil-
dren should already exhibit white-matter tracts from the
future VWFA to language regions, and from the NFA to
numerosity regions, before they learn what letters and
numbers refer to. The hypothesis can be directly tested
by tractography analyses. Another prediction derived from
this hypothesis is that, if one were to adapt the experiment
in [38] so that two different systems of symbols were
respectively associated to monkey communication calls
and to quantities, then juvenile monkeys should develop
two well-differentiated number and letter form areas after
training.

The shape hypothesis

The shape hypothesis assumes no special initial connec-
tivity pattern between form areas and target circuits in
higher associative cortex, but holds that the intrinsic
circuitry of the inferotemporal cortex makes neurons in
the VWFA and the NFA particularly apt at recognizing the
shapes of objects (Figure 2, blue regions). In the following
we define a shape as a representation of the adjacency of
the component parts of an object [51,52] that is at least
partially invariant to translation, reflection, rotation, dis-
tance, and other variations in the stimulus. Note that this
definition does not imply a visual input: equivalent shape
information can be extracted from auditory soundscapes.
The hypothesis, made mathematically precise in [53], is
that the circuitry of the ventral occipitotemporal pathway
is particularly apt at extracting from any sensory input,
regardless of modality, a representation of its invariant
shape features (whereas the dorsal occipitotemporal path-
way would have the ‘dual’ task of extracting the distance
associate lip movements to sounds and are sensitive to their con-

gruence [102] – they already exhibit a McGurk effect [103]. Interest-

ingly, whereas fMRI studies on children show that the left pSTS is

the most important site for AV integration (lip-reading), bilateral

activity in the fusiform gyrus also correlates with the size of the

McGurk effect [104], suggesting early functional connections be-

tween left pSTS and the left and right fusiform gyri. Maturational

asymmetries in the posterior STS are also known to be associated

with asymmetries in the arcuate fasciculus [105,106], which later in

childhood connects the VWFA to language circuits [32]. Finally, a

close relationship between letter recognition and lip-reading in the

left VWFA-STS circuit is implied by a case study of one prosopag-

nosic and one alexic patient, showing that impaired lip-reading was

observed only in the latter [107].

Taken together, these studies suggest that the connections between

the future site of the VWFA and the left STS plausibly pre-date the

acquisition of reading, and could have evolved for the purpose of lip-

reading, thus providing an efficient connection from visual face re-

cognition to spoken language early in child development. This system

would later be repurposed for literacy acquisition, thus explaining why

the VWFA is systematically located next to face-responsive cortex and

competes with it during reading acquisition [18,20].



Box 5. Outstanding questions

� Can the future cortical sites of the visual number and word form

areas already be predicted during infancy on the basis of white-

matter connectivity? Do these sites exhibit any selectivity before

learning?

� How can the architecture of cortical columns and horizontal con-

nections in vOTC be biased to detect invariant shapes in its inputs,

and continue to do so even when the shapes are conveyed through

the auditory modality?

� How can a simulated network be designed to systematically re-

move the superficial variance due to geometric transformations

such as translation, rotation, or size, and only remain sensitive to

core shape invariants?

� What type of computational model of letter and number recogni-

tion could simultaneously perform at a level comparable to hu-

mans, and account for the emergence of a reproducible cortical

topology for those shapes?
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and angle of objects, regardless of their identity). In this
view, initial retinotopic visual processing stages abstract
away from the geometric transformations common to all
rigid objects (e.g., size and translation invariance), whereas
the next cortical stages specialize for invariance over trans-
formations which are unique to a class of objects (e.g., the
different expressions and lightings of a given face; the
different cases and fonts for a given letter) [53]. Each of
these classes would map onto a distinct region of inferotem-
poral cortex because recognizing them implies abstracting
away from a distinct group of transformations.

The shape hypothesis can explain why images, sounds-
capes, and Braille preferentially activate the VWFA and
the NFA, whereas spoken words selectively activate the
AWFA [47] but not the VWFA [54]. According to this view,
the differences in selectivity between these areas are not
due to an innate lack of inputs from other sensory chan-
nels, but to the specific tuning of neurons in the VWFA and
NFA to shape features. Because soundscapes neither have
the same frequency spectra nor the same invariants as
speech, they do not elicit preferential activation of speech
regions. On the other hand, as blind subjects become expert
at reverse mapping from soundscapes to images, ventral
occipitotemporal areas become able to process the recov-
ered shape information.

A few lines of evidence support the shape hypothesis.
First, children initially make mirror errors when they
learn to read and write, a phenomenon which has been
suggested to reflect a pre-reading competence for mirror
invariance in the VWFA [55–58]. In addition, although
word representations retain a measure of location-sensi-
tivity in the VWFA, they are much more location-invariant
than V1 representations and allow the recognition of words
anywhere on the fovea [11,59]. Approximate location and
mirror invariance in the VWFA are consistent with the
shape hypothesis.

Second, the shape hypothesis predicts that expert Morse
readers should not preferentially activate the VWFA when
reading in Morse, a purely temporal code that represents
letters using sequences differing only in their time inter-
vals. Indeed, although expert Morse readers recruit similar
left posterior temporoparietal areas when reading words in
print or in Morse, the VWFA does not stand out as a cluster
of peak activation [60]. More recently, a combined func-
tional and morphometric MRI study was conducted before
and after subjects were taught Morse [61]. Again in sup-
port of the shape hypothesis, no preferential activation was
found at the usual locus of the VWFA. However, the
density of white-matter fibers afferent to the VWFA in-
creased after training, suggesting that the region is still
somehow involved in Morse reading.

Finally, in one study, a group of sighted subjects were
taught to merely associate soundscapes with their names,
without being told about the underlying SSD image-to-
sound mapping algorithm [62]. In this condition, sounds-
capes failed to activate the lateral occipital tactile-visual
area (LOtv) region, suggesting that an explicit reverse
mapping from sounds to shapes is needed before the region
can be recruited.

The shape hypothesis also makes several new predic-
tions. If congenitally blind subjects were trained to
recognize letters and numbers through a shape-less code
such as Morse, they should not show preferential activa-
tion in the NFA or in the VWFA. On the other hand, if the
hypothesis holds for both blind and sighted subjects, the
latter should also show preferential activation after
training for soundscape stimuli in the VWFA (respective-
ly the NFA). Similarly, sighted subjects presented with
spoken numbers should not show preferential activation
in the NFA, and sighted Morse experts should not show
preferential activation for Morse numbers in the NFA.

Concluding remarks
Symbol form areas are highly reproducible in vOTC across
subjects of different cultures, and localized proto-symbol
form areas also consistently emerge in IT cortex after
training juvenile macaques. Nonetheless, these areas
could not have specifically evolved for processing symbols,
and their locations, which are conserved in congenitally
blind humans, cannot proceed from purely visual con-
straints. Our analysis of the available data suggests that
two hypotheses, the biased connectivity and the shape
hypotheses, are equally needed to reconcile the puzzling
characteristics of symbol form areas. Some sectors of the
cortex, such as the vOTC, may be tuned to invariant
shapes. Independently, some cortical sectors may exhibit
a stronger connectivity to language- or number-related
regions. Our proposal is that symbol form areas always
emerge at the intersection of these two constraints. This
proposal is coherent with the available data, but it also
raises several new questions (Box 5) and makes falsifiable
predictions. Perhaps the most provocative of these, which
remains untested, is that connectivity analyses in infants
should already reveal white-matter tracts that predict the
precise cortical location where visual number and word
form areas will later preferentially develop.
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